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SABER Missing Data Percentage






































Mean DW1 AMP eCMAM


















eCMAM DW1 long (>30 days) 2009


















eCMAM DW1 short (<30 days) 2009

















eCMAM wavelet at 100 km equator




















eCMAM short 100 km at the equator






SABER short 100 km at the equator
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 Distribution of the Lag
























eCMAM short correlation at equator































eCMAM short correlation at 100 km
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R-square for fixed & variable coefficients
# of Data = 120
# of Data = 365
# of Data = 2000
- fixed   -- variable













DW1 tidal weather predicted from different coefficients
eCMAM 100 km equator -2009
Coeff (2003-2008) R2 = 0.874
Coeff (1979-1984) R2 = 0.872





























eCMAM short anomaly 2009
















Forecast with AR Model  Data input = 2000















AR Model coefficients 65 km at the equator


















AR Model coefficients 6- day averaging window




AR Model coefficients 7- day averaging window
























SABER short anomaly 2009











Forecast from SABER coefficients












Forecast from eCMAM coefficients



















eCMAM DW1 at 95 km















SABER DW1 at 95 km











































































































































































































































































































Absolute Variability at 100 km Equator - eCMAM




























































































DW1 at 95 km Equator - 2009





DW1 inter-annual at 95 km Equator - 2009




DW1 intra-seasonal and seasonal at 95 km Equator - 2009




DW1 short-term at 95 km Equator - 2009























- eCMAM   -- SABER


eCMAM DW1 at equator - 2009























































































































SABER DW1 at equator - 2014




















































































































































Prediction accuaracy at 95 km - long-term
eCMAM
SABER
























eCMAM DW1 at 95 km equator - 1990










eCMAM DW1 at 95 km equator - 2005










SABER DW1 at 95 km equator - 2011











SABER DW1 at 95 km equator - 2012





















































































Standard Deviation of Short-term Heating Rate


























































































































Short-term correlation - Time tendency & Linear advection






Short-term correlation - Time tendency & Nonlinear advection







Short-term correlation - Time tendency & Solar heating
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DW1 T time tendency at 70 km Equator - 2004




Linear advection  corr = 0.86




Nonlinear advection  corr = 0.18




Solar heating  corr = -0.20





































































































































































































































































































































Short-term correlation - Time tendency & Linear advection







Short-term correlation - Time tendency & Nonlinear advection








Short-term correlation - Time tendency & Solar heating
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DW1 T Time Tendency at 165 km Equator - 2004
















Solar Heating  Corr = 0.98
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Total Correlation - Time tendency at 90 km & Solar heating
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